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Pump House 1 Deficiencies
Major deficiencies include large diagonal cracks resulting from building movement, previous repairs
to some of these cracks, and newer stucco repair
textures that do not match the original stucco finish.
Four of the original six windows have been removed
and the openings have been filled with concrete
blocked finished with mismatched stucco. Sections
of the stucco plaster have delaminated. Diagonal
cracks indicate that the building’s foundation has
been subject to ground movement. Most cracks
have been previous repaired and only a few open
cracks remain.
A repaired horizontal crack below the entablature
encircles the entire building. Two squares of plaster
patching on the south side of the west elevation do
not match the wall color. Part of the cornice has broken off at the north corner. Previous photos show a
shed attached to the northwest corner of the building. There are obvious repairs and patches that mark
the location of the shed. The entablature does not
exist in this recessed area and each corner has thick
plaster applied as a repair.

south elevation, the two window openings have been
covered with a plaster stucco of a lighter coloration
and rougher texture than the rest of the wall. A repaired horizontal crack runs at the same height as the
other elevations. A large portion of the western corner has been repaired where the shed likely attached
to the exterior. The original rain scupper to the east
has broken and been unsympathetically repaired by
adding a drainage pipe section.
Repaired cracks run through the east elevation in similar areas as on the west elevation. A diagonal crack
shows foundation movement from previous ground
movement. The door’s stucco border has been previously patched and the edges are chipped. Metal coping around the door has been bent out of alignment
by movement of the concrete underneath. Existing
windows are in good conditions except for peeling
paint.

Figure 53: Stucco delaminating

Figure 51: North elevation; Stuccoed window openings, horizontal cracks

The Pump House is depressed below grade on the
north elevation and two window openings are half
above grade and half below grade. Similar to the

At the south elevation, a crack runs vertically from the
roof to the door, alongside a protruding I-beam. The
lower west side of the wall has been repaired and part
of the corner appears to be missing or intentionally
carved away. The lower east side of the building has
heavy biological growth and parts of the stucco have
delaminated. Both windows have been removed and
in-filled. The stairs leading to the east of the building
appear to be a new addition.

Figure 52: Previously repaired cracks on the south elevation
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Miscellaneous

36 Weir Building

1920s Generator Building

A 1945 addition to Reservoir 3, the Weir building, or
screen room, has a very utilitarian appearance. Unlike the other buildings on site, the Weir building has
reinforced concrete walls that were textured by the
plywood form work. A more recently constructed
raised concrete water vault protrudes from the south
elevation. A rebuilt entry stair with the original handrail provides access from the east.

The Generator building was built in 1920 to power the
light fixtures of the park. It is a concrete structure with
a stucco finish. The low roof parapet is ornamented to
match the entablature of Pump House 1. The window
surrounds are a smooth raised border of six inches.
It was rehabilitated in 1988 at which time the roof
was repaired. The interior no longer contains original
equipment.

Generally in good condition, the Weir building’s main

Several cracks across the northwest façade have
been previously repaired with a material that doesn’t
match the original stucco. The retaining wall west of
the door has a large area of biological growth and the
stucco finish is delaminating. Additional previous repairs appear on the northwest elevation and to the
left of the door a large patch of new stucco doesn’t
match the original texture or color.

Figure 56: Crack and efflorescence

deficiencies are cracking along the interface between
the wall and the floor slab. Efflorescence is visible
along some of these cracks. There is biological growth
along the edges of the protruding water vault. Two
spots on the wall appear to have been ground down,
exposing the aggregate.
Figure 54: Stucco delamination; horizontal crack along cornice

An original replica of the rain scupper designed to
match those on Pump house 1 has been repaired and
is failing. Under the scupper the corner of the building has become stained and deteriorated from water
draining down the face of the building.

Figure 57: Continuous crack along slab edge

Interiors
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Figure 55: Delamination of stucco; biological growth; previous repair along door

Gatehouse 3 has existing intact floor mounted glass
relights installed with Ransome’s patent method.
Some of the original mechanical equipment and
lifting hoistways are intact; however original lifting
cranes have been removed. Gatehouse 4 has an exist-
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The Weir Building contains the historic screen lid, water gauge, and a hoisting I-beam inside.
Equipment in Pump House 1 includes the historical
and operational 1894 Pelton pump ‘Thumper
Fountains
One drinking fountain is located at the northeast side
of Reservoir 4 by the historic entrance and the historic
cable car turn-around. A thick faceted 18 inch concrete bowl sits on top of a two foot decorative pedFigure 58: Gatehouse 3, original overhead trolley

ing interior original overhead trolley and the original
iron stairs.
Multiple Ransome floor lights exist in both gatehouses and Pump House 1. Patent marks in Gatehouse 4
display Ransome’s Patent Construction 305229 and
Ransome’s Patent Light 448993 (see appendix for additional patent information).
The original Pump House 1 roof with Ransome Patent
Lights exists beneath the new, low-slope gable roof.

Equipment
Preserved historic equipment in Gatehouse 3 and
Gatehouse 4 includes existing original wheeled
valves, water level measurement, and mechanical
equipment. Preserved historic equipment is no longer used.

Figure 61: Pumphouse, original pump ‘Thumper’

estal. The pedestal sits atop a concrete block. Water
flowed from an internal pipe with a metal fitted spout
for drinking. The fountain is no longer functioning
but in good condition.
Another concrete drinking fountain stood on a 3-feet
high pedestal on a concrete riser in front of the north
facing door of the Generator Building. A water spout
for drinking was the middle of the 1-inch diameter
bowl a top the pedestal. This fountain is in poorer
condition and wasn’t located on site during the assessment.

Figure 59: Gatehouse 4, original Ransome Patent Lights

Figure 62: Drinking Fountain - on Site

Figure 63: Drinking Fountain - Storage

Figure 60: Pump House 1, original Ransome Patent Lights
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Windows and Doors
Gatehouse 3
Gatehouse 3 contains nine double hung, 4 over 4,
wooden barrel arched windows with a rusticated
concrete sill and surround. The four-over-four panes
no longer contain original glass. A flush, hollow steel
frame door replaced the original wood unit in the
1980s. Interior expanded galvanized metal security
grilles replaced similar original protective devices.

Gatehouse 3 Deficiencies
The window sashes are in good condition. The sealant has been replaced and appears in good condition.
Some of the wood sills have begun deteriorating and
paint is peeling on most of the windows.

Figure 65: Gatehouse 4 door corrosion, window sealant deterioration, and peeling paint

orated with running sections missing. The southwest
window stops are detaching from the upper sash.
The side jamb is deteriorating on the lower west side
of the window. The northwest window paint coating
is deteriorated on the upper sash and the meeting rail
is deteriorating. The northeast window stops are deteriorated and some of the wood frame has deteriorated. The paint coating is deteriorating and peeling.

Pump House 1

Figure 64: North and south windows

Gatehouse 4
The entry doors to Gatehouse 4 are 1987 steel replacements and the window glass has been replaced
over time. Security grills over the sash have been
added on the interior. The reservoir-side door is not
the original wooden door, but it is set within the original wood frame. The original wood entry door jambs
are cut off at the transom line and the original arched
transom, fan light, and cast iron sill are existing.
Gatehouse 4 has five double hung, wood-framed windows. The southeast window is deteriorating along
the bottom frame and the window stops have deteri-
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On the Pump House, only two existing historic windows remain and the other four historic windows
have been removed and the openings in-filled with
concrete block and finished with sprayed on synthetic coating. It appears that the original projecting
sills remain under the new spay applied coating at all
windows.
The south window on the east elevation has a thick
coating of paint. Some of the window stops have
been replaced and are different in color and have a
slightly different texture. Paint is peeling from the surface possibly due to water damage. The sides of the
frame are smooth but the sill has a combed texture.

Figure 66: Peeling paint on south east window of Pumphouse 1
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The east window to the north has a similar thick coat
of paint chipped in areas. The wood underneath appears to be in fairly good condition. A piece of wood
molding is missing from the very top of the window.
The front south door is not original and is in good
condition finished with several coats of paint. The
east door is not original. The frame and surrounding
area is finished with a spray applied coating and has a
different texture than the original stucco. The frame
and door appear in good condition. On the left side
frame, the concrete and frame jog out slightly above
the fire extinguisher; evidence of the effect of the
ground movement on the pump house.

1920s Generator Building
The generator building’s windows are non-historic.
The metal door and windows were installed in 2003
and replaced the original doors/windows.

Figure 69: Generator Building new windows and doors

Figure 67: L- South door, original cast iron sill; R- East door, jog in frame

36 Weir Building
A simple unadorned building, 36 Weir building was
constructed with board forms and poured concrete.
The form work outlines are visible on the exterior. No
additional exterior finishes were applied to the walls.
The door is not original and the windows were replaced in the late 1990s.

Figure 68: 36 Weir Building entrance and door jamb
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CONCLUSION
PMA’s detailed assessment was limited to above
grade observations and did not include invasive or
destructive testing during this initial phase of design
and project development. It is highly recommended
that historic material be removed for laboratory testing and evaluation. Data will be used to correlate visual observation with test results and to inform new
material specifications in order to match historic composition/appearance.

Figure 70: Reservoir 3 from the Main Entrance

As noted in the report, significant cracking and deterioration of the reservoir basin parapet walls and significant cracking due to ground movement of Pump
House 1 impact the conservation approach of each of
these historic resources.
Given the degree and type of damage to the parapet
basin walls, combined with the amount of previous
repairs as a result of landslide damage, the basin walls
cannot be effectively repaired. It is PMA’s recommendation that further laboratory testing be performed
to determine petrographic and chemical composition
of the existing historic concrete including surface aggregate and surface texture. The results of lab testing
should inform the specifications for new basin walls
as incorporated within the final design solutions.
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Pump House 1 poses significant preservation issues
as a result of the existing wall deficiencies, critical
operational functions housed in the structure, and
importance to the historic fabric of the reservoirs.
Should it be determined that Pump House 1 remain
on site, it may be necessary to insert concrete shear
walls on the interior effectively retaining the exterior
walls for restoration repairs. Such an approach would
also allow the removal of window in-fill and facilitate
the installation of replacement windows to match the
original design.

Figure 71: Reservoir 4 facing South

Cracking in the gatehouses, damn walls, and decorative concrete elements, are likely primarily due to corrosion of reinforcing bar resulting from a combination
of insufficient protective concrete cover, carbonization of the concrete, and water intrusion. Whereas
repairs can be implemented, it would be PMA’s recommendation that further laboratory testing be
performed on the decorative Ransome concrete and
monitoring of the cracks for further determination of
the failure mechanisms prior to proposing and implementing repair techniques.
It is recommended that the decorative iron work, as a
minimum repair measure, be stabilized. Such work entails removing all corroded areas down to base metal,
applying a zinc-rich primer, and re-painting the surfaces. Further restoration work including recreation
of lost decorative items is an optional choice. Should
lighting be required as part of the project, PMA recommends existing historic iron light columns be reused and any new locations replicate the rhythm,
scale, and design intent of the historic features..
Non-functional decorative features (e.g. urns, drinking fountains, site walls) may be preserved in place
with no repairs or repaired with new finishes after stabilization has occurred.
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Figure 72: Reservoir 3 facing North East

Figure 73: Pumphouse and Reservoir 4 from Dam 3

Figure 74: Dame 3 and Gatehouse 3 under construction
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Appendix A - Washington Park
Growth Since 1871

1890s

1911

1890

1925

From 1871 to 1893, City Park (Washington Park) was a
small undeveloped parcel of land. The Portland Zoo
was founded in 1888 and included a small bear cage,
and a handful of deer and other local animals.

The City of Portland decided to locate Reservoirs 3
and 4 in City Park. In 1890, a cable car line was constructed to connect City Park with the city.
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Reservoirs 3 and 4 were constructed in 1894 and
in 1911 City Park became Washington Park. In accordance with Olmsted’s Plan, the main entrance
changed to the Park Ave entrance.

The Portland Zoo relocated to the current location of
the Japanese Gardens in 1925. Previously in 1922, the
Hoyt Arboretum was found to the west of Washington Park.
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Figure 75: Original West Burnside entrance to City Park

1946

Washington Park continued to grow. Accessibility of
the park grew with additional cable car lines and road
access. In 1954, the Zoo relocated for the last time to
its current location.
Figure 76: Original West Burnside entrance to City Park with Zoo in foreground

Figure 77: Reservoir 3, Zoo in foreground

2013

Today, Washington Park includes the Portland Zoo,
the Hoyt Arboretum, and the Japanese Gardens. Reservoirs 3 and 4 are a historic landmark within the city.

Figure 78: 1896 Canyon Rd (Hwy 26) bordering the east and south of Washington Park
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Appendix B - Reservoir 3 and 4
Changes Since 1894 Construction

1894

B -1

1904
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LEGEND
NEW CONSTRUCTION
NEW DOORS/WINDOWS
NEW SITE LIGHTING
REBUILT PARAPET WALLS
REBUILT BASIN LINING
NEW RETAINING WALL
ORIGINAL/ EXISTING STRUCTURES

1912

1920
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1946

B -3

1970s
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Appendix B
LEGEND
NEW CONSTRUCTION
NEW DOORS/WINDOWS
NEW SITE LIGHTING
REBUILT PARAPET WALLS
REBUILT BASIN LINING
NEW RETAINING WALL
ORIGINAL/ EXISTING STRUCTURES

1980s

2000s
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ILLUMINATING-PANEL IN CONCRETE FLOORS.
SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 448,993, dated March 24, 1891.
Application filed February 12, 1890. Serial No. 340,192. (No model.)
To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, ERNEST LESLIE RANSOME, a citizen of the United States, residing in the city and county of San
Francisco, State of California, have invented an improvement
in Illuminating Spaces Beneath Concrete Floors; and I hereby
declare the following to be a full, clear, and exact description
of the same.
My invention relates to improvements in illuminating basements and chambers beneath concrete flooring; and
it consists especially in setting the glass directly into the concrete.
Referring to the accompanying drawings for a more complete
explanation of my invention, Figure 1 is a vertical section taken through one of my lighting-spaces, showing the concrete
flooring and the molds employed in setting the glass. Fig. 2 is
a view showing a means for supporting and strengthening the
concrete filling intermediate the glass.
In placing lights in concrete flooring for the illumination of basements or for dark chambers beneath such flooring
it has been customary to fix the lights in iron or cement plates
or frames perforated to receive and support them in position,
and these frames have afterward been set into the flooring either before or after it was built, so that a joint would exist between the lights and the floor itself, and these joints are very
difficult to make tight.
In my improved method I reduce the cost of manufacture and do away with any joints between the glass or illuminating tile and the main floor by fixing the illuminating
glass or tiles directly into the concrete when the floor is in the
process of manufacture and in a plastic condition, thus dispensing with all metal frames or supports and preventing any
difficulty with joints by molding the glass directly into the floor
itself when it is being built. In order to do this I build a false
work or temporary frame or floor A, upon which the concrete
flooring C is to be built, of any desired thickness. At the point
where the lights are to be introduced I place a mold B, which is
preferably made with sides which diverge from the top downward, so as to allow the light which passes through the glazed
portion to diverge within the chamber to be lighted after the
mold is removed.
The depth of this mold will depend upon the thickness of the concrete, but it should extend upward from the bottom of the concrete floor to within a suitable distance of the
top of the floor, which distance may be about two inches. The
other dimensions of the mold may be made to suit any suitable or usual size of light-opening, as three or four feet square.
Upon the top of this mold I fix a series of smaller molds or cores
D, which are tapered or in the form of frustums of cones. These
small cores are fixed to the mold at regular intervals and in
such position that the glass lenses may rest upon and be supported by these cores. As these glass lenses are usually in the
shape of short cylinders having the lower surface convex, the
cores may be correspondingly concaved or recessed, so as to
receive and support the convex lower side of the glass disks.
The depth of these cores will be such that when the
glasses rest upon them the top surfaces of the glass disks will
be level with the top of the flooring, or as near thereto as may
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be desired. These molds being all placed and the glasses in the
proper position, the concrete flooring is built in the usual way,
the plastic concrete flowing in between and around the molds
and the glass disks, so as to fill up all the intervening spaces.
When the cement is set, the molds and false work are all withdrawn, leaving a floor with the diverging or flaring recess in the
space beneath the glass which was previously occupied by the
mold B, while the shallow portion of the flooring which forms
the top of this recess is composed of the cement, with the glass
disks or tiles set in at regular intervals, so as to form a complete
illuminating-tile, which is in an integral portion of the floor.
It will be seen that the upper ends of the cores D
are of less diameter than the glass disks, and shoulders or
ledges are thus formed around these cores, which serve to
support the glass disks which are set in from above. In order to
strengthen this thinner portion of the concrete which forms the
illuminating-tile, small bars E of twisted iron may be inserted
transversely between the rows of glass disks, as shown in Fig. 2,
this being done before the cement is flowed around the disks,
so that the bars will be embedded in the cement and the latter strengthened in the same manner that I strengthen main
floors.
It will be manifest that any shape of glass lens or tile
may be employed, and that these illuminating-disks may have
flanges or projections to support them properly in the concrete.
If desired, the molds and cores may be made hollow,
and the upper ends of the cores being open, the glass disks will
rest upon these upper open ends of the cores. A vacuum may
then be produced within the molds and cores which will cause
a sufficient pressure upon the surfaces of the glass disks to hold
them firmly in their seats while the plastic material or concrete
is being filled in around them, the molds being afterward removed, as before described.
The great advantage which I claim for my method of
manufacture is that the illuminating disks or tiles are molded
into their places, so as to form a part of the flooring itself without any joints or cracks to be afterward kept tight.
The principal part of the flooring may be made of
any required thickness for strength, and at the points where
light is required the chambers are made from beneath, leaving only such a thickness of flooring at these points as will be
necessary to properly support and hold the glass.
Having thus described my invention, what I claim as
new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is-The monolithic concrete floor having illuminatingpanels provided with lenses, said panels being thinner than
the body of the floor and strengthened by a net-work of metallic rods embedded therein, substantially as set forth.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand.
ERNEST LESLIE RANSOME.
Witnesses:
S. H. NOURSE,		
H. C. LEE.
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